First, it is shown the creation of photon waves in vacuum based on the proper use of the nonideal Bose gas of electro-magnetic waves in the model for dilute spheres. The results show that the presence of macroscopic numbers electric and also magnetic waves in the condensate, and interwaves interaction between electric and magnetic waves in vacuum via repulsive S-wave pseudopotential leads to the origin for existence photon waves in vacuum.
Theoretical description of the quantization local electromagnetic field in vacuum within a model of electromagnetic field as gas consisting of the Bose-local electromagnetic waves with spin one in volume V was proposed by Dirac [1] . However, the new solution of Maxwell equations presented in [2] allows to present the quantization local electromagnetic field in vacuum. In this context, due to interaction electric and magnetic waves with medium consisting of neutral atoms, there is a prediction of photon excitations. We may note that the medium with neutral atoms may present as zero-vacuum expectation value due to Maxwell equations. As major feature of presented theory [2] , there is an estimation of mass of electro-magnetic-wave as m ≈ 10 −36 kg which in turn demonstrates that the Goldstone massless bosons [3] and Higgs bosons [4] with massive mass as well as Relativistic Theory of Einstein are wrong sign.
However, in this letter, we attempt to prove that the inter-wave interaction between electric and magnetic waves by S-wave pseudopotential may create photon-waves in vacuum. This approach differ from presentation [2] where photon-waves are excited due to interaction of radiation with medium consisting neutral atoms. Hence, we may remark theory of superfluid 4 He [5] , where the S-wave interparticle interaction between scattering neutrons and atoms of superfluid 4 He plays an important role for creation of neutron spinless pairs. Therefore, we examine a role of repulsive S-wave inter-wave interaction between electric and magnetic waves in clear vacuum. This reasoning follows from consideration of electric and magnetic waves as particles with own masses in the space of wave-vectors.
ANALYSIS.
The starting point of our discussion is the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R in clear vacuum presented in [2] which consists of the Hamiltonians electric and magnetic Bose-waves with spine one:
where
V and
V are, respectively, the density of square constant vector potentials for one local electric and magnetic waves; hence we may infer that the first and third terms in right part of Eq.(1) express the kinetic energy of local electric and magnetic waves as particles (although they are waves ) in the space wave-vectors, while the second and fourth anomalous terms determine the interaction between electric waves and one of magnetic waves. In this context, we assume that the electric and magnetic waves have the mass m E and m M , respectively, which depend on the density of square vector potentials of one electric V waves in following way [2] :
The evaluation of energy levels of the operatorsĤ R in Eq. (1) within diagonal forms, we apply the Bogoliubov linear transformation [6] :
where L k and M k are a real symmetrical functions of the wave vector k.
The operators HamiltonianĤ R takes the diagonal form:
Hence, we infer that the Bose-operatorsb
andb k ,ĉ k are, respectively, the "creation" and "annihilation" operators of free Quasi-Electric-Wave and Quasi-Magnetic-Wave Excitations with zero energies because
This reasoning implies that there is absent the radiation in clear vacuum. As we think, only supporting assumption as the law of conservation for total number N E electric and N M of magnetic Bose-waves in volume V , and taking into consideration the inter-wave interaction between waves, posses the presence of radiation in vacuum. Indeed,
where N 0,E and N 0,M are, respectively, the number of electric and magnetic Bose-waves in the condensate.
In this context, the introduction the masses of electric and magnetic waves permits to use of the S-wave interaction between electromagnetic waves, which extend the form of the Hamoltonian radiationĤ R in Eq.(1) becausê
wherê
U k,E and U k,M are, respectively, the Fourier transform of a S-wave pseudopotential in model dilute spheres presented in the wave-vectors space for electric and magnetic waves:
and
where d E and d M are the scattering amplitudes of electric and magnetic waves. The Fourier components of the densities operators for electric and magnetic waves have following forms:
According to the theory presented in [5, 6] , within suggestion the presence of a macroscopic number of electric N 0,E and magnetic N 0,M waves in the condensate in the model nonideal Bose gas, we obtain the following forms for densities of fluctuations electric and magnetic fields:
In this context,
where the velocity of Light in vacuum is postulated as
The diagonal form of operators HamiltonianĤ EĤM are obtained by using of Bogoliubovs transformations presented by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3):
andb k ,ĉ k are, respectively, the "creation" and "annihilation" operators of free quasi-electric-wave and quasi-magnetic-wave excitations with energies:
Thus, the Quasi-Electric-Wave and Quasi-Magnetic-Wave Excitations are transformed to the Plank waves: 
where the coefficient two, written by behind of sum presented in Eq.(27), means the two directions of polarization for electromagnetic wave.
In our analysis, we see that there are photon waves in vacuum by presence of the macroscopic numbers electric and magnetic waves in the condensate, and inter-waves interaction between waves in vacuum.
